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A theoretical analysis of the effect of the apparent height gradient dh'jdf in the ionosphere on
the shape of the reflected pulse has been made. It has been shown that when the gradient dh'jdf
is high, the pulse would normally be split into two. It has been further shown that the observed
four split echoes may be the result of such a gradient in the electron density in the ionosphere,
when the working frequency is near the critical freqQency of the region.
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Introduction

PROPAGATION of a radio wave in a dispersive medium like the ionosphere has been
discussed by many 'Workers. Buddenl, Ginz

burg2 and Knop3 have inves1igated tre shape of the
signal envelope in an unbounded plasma and have
given the solutioDs in the form of BeSSEl's functions.
Recently, Terina4 has investigated tJ.>e transient
response of the electromagnetic fields when a Gaus
"ian envelope carrier wave is incident normally on
an anisotropic inhomogeneous ionized medium.
Kozaki and Mm,hiake5 have theoretically inve:;ti
gated as to how the shape of a pulse modulated
radio wave is deformed by reflection from the iono
sphere. They have e.xamined the variation in pha"e
and amplitude by computilJg the parameters of the
reflected pube obtained after oblique incidence of
a rectangular electromagnetic pulse at the iono
spbere in 'Which the electron density varies linearly
in one direction. They have also investigted6 tre
modification of the shape and phase of a sinusoidal
carrier, with a Gaus5ian pulse envelope, which was
incident at an arbitrary angle on the plane interface
between the plasma ar.d free space. Numerical calcu
lations for the representative cases have also been
given by Kozaki and Mushiake6• In some experi
mental observations one of the pre5ent authors
observed that whenf'ver multiple reflected echoes
are observed at low latitude station", the dh'fdf
at the time of obsnvation is found to be
very high. Many more authors have reported
similar type of observations from low and equa
torial regions. The multiple reflections have been
explained a:; due to the presence of irregularitie" in
the higher regiom of the ionsphere. In their exten
srve swoy of the na ture of the multiple echoes the
present authors have found that tbe phenomenon
was obsel ved near the critical frequency only.
Above the critical frequency the multiple reflections
were abser:t. It SE:ems desirable to exarr,ine the
modification of sbape of the reflected ecboes by the
ionosphere at times when dh' fdf is high rather than
a",ociating them with the irregularities only.

*Paper presented to the Physics Section of the 59th
Session of the Indian Science Congress, held at Calcutta in
February 1972.
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In the present study the effect of the high. dh' fdf
on the ob"erved multiple reflections near critical fre
quency has bEen explained. The author~ are of the
view that tb!' "plitting along with considela'tle
~pred.d 01 the reflected echoes may be due to irre
gularities but splitting witbout much &pread is due
to high value of dh'fdf only. Here we shall examine
the ca&es of vertical incidence only.

Theory and Analysi!
Let us assume that tbe electric field in the trans

mitted pulse of predominant frequency is givt.n by

Ei(t) = m(t) cos 2rr:f1t ... (1)

and lasts for a duration T. The factor m(t) is
appreciable only in range O<t<1' and it gives the
shape of the modulation and describes the envelope
of the incident \-\ave. A well-known theonm in
Fourier analysis shows that

£i(t) = Re J:m M(f-fr! exp 2rr:ift df ... (2)

where M(f) is Fourier transform of m(t). Tbe re
flected pube at the ground is given by

Er(t) = Re f:m M (f - fr) exp [2rr:if{t- ~ h(f)}] df
... (3)

where h(f) is th(: phase height of reflection, and
M(f-f1) is appreciable \-\hen (I-I1) is small. From
(3) we get by expanding fh(f) by Taylor's series
about f =f1'

g(t) = Re exp [2rr:if1{"- ~(h(fr)-h'(f1))}]

X J:m M(f-f1) exp [2rr:i{"U-f1)

- ~ (f-fr)2h~- ~ (f-f1)3h;- ... }] .df ... (4)c 3c

here" = t- 3h'(f1) and h~, Ii; are first and secondc

derivatives of tbe apparent height h'(!).
The integral in Eq. (4) represents tl>e shape of

thf reflected echo. When the frequency f1 is
chosen so that h'(j) curve has a positive slope and
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Fig. 2 - Shape of reflected pulse wave for pulse duration
T = 250 (Josecand dh' /df= 200 km/ (Mc/s)

P(v) =~ _ 1.3.5 1.3.5.7.9_ ...
1tV2 (1tV2)3 + (1tV~)5

Q( 1 1.3 1.3.5.7
v)= -(~+-( 24 - •••1tV I 1tfi )

Numerical calculation!> wele made to investigatE
the E.hapeof the reflected echoes for various values of
dh'ldj and some of these results are shown in
Figs. 1 and 2.

Conclusion

On examination, the curves in Fig5. f and 2 show
that:

(i) The original pulse is split into two main peaks.
and there is a dip at T12.

(ii) Thue is some spread of pulse duration T but
it is very small and is expected to be lOst in
the noise of the receiving system'i'i'"

(iii) Splitting is prominent only whertdh'fdjishib .
(iv) Wr.en the working frequency is near the c4ticar frequency of the layer, tbe effect would be pro-

minmt in both the ordinary and extraordinary
components with the re~ult that four echoes may
appear on the oscilloscope iu!;,tead of the two splib,
vito the ordinary and the extraordInary ecboes.
Tr.e sense of polarization of one pail would corres,
pond to a-component and tbe otbf'r pair would
correspond to X-component. A detailed analysis
of the observed four split echoes in the ligbt of the
above theory would he publisl:ed elsewhere.
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selies expansion given by

1 [ (1tV2) .(1tV~]C(V) = C(oo)- 1tV P(v) cos 2 -Q(v) sm 2J

1 [ (1tfi2) . (1tV~]S(v) = .5(00)- 1tV pet) sin 2 +Q(v) coS· 2J
where
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Fig. 1- Shape of reflected pulse wave for different dh'/df
when pulse duration T=loo ILsec[Value of dh'/df in km/

(Me/s): A, 10; B, 100; C, 200; and D, 250]

only small curvature then h~ has a positive value
and h~ is small. In tbis case the' pulse shape
is given by

Jco [1tiCt2]m('t'-t) exp IT dt ... (5)-co 2 I
Let us now suppose that the original pulse is rect

angular ar:; u~ed in ionosonde, e.g. m(t) = 1 for
0< t < T and m(t) = 0 for other values of t, then
expression (5) becomes (apart from conE.tant factor)

JT [1tiCVlexp 2h' dv ... (6)~-T I
This integral has been evaluated using Fre!.Del

integrals

C)t·) =s: cos e~1dV and S(v) = S: sin (~)dV
•.. (7)

whose values are' taken fron. standard tables

(here v2 =~v2). For some higher values of v
Fw,nel's intEgrals have been evaluated by using their




